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Continuously in print for over 100 years, the SD remains today the most comprehensive sourcebook
of the esoteric tradition, outlining the fundamental tenets of the Secret Doctrine of the Archaic Ages.
Challenging, prophetic, and strikingly modern, it directly addresses the perennial questions:
continuity of life after death, purpose of existence, good and evil, consciousness and substance,
sexuality, karma, evolution, and human and planetary transformation. Based on the ancient Stanzas
of Dzyan with corroborating testimony from hundreds of sources, these volumes unfold the drama of
cosmic and human evolution -- from the reawakening of the gods after a Night of the Universe to the
ultimate reunion of cosmos with its divine source. Supplementary sections discuss relevant scientific
issues as well as the mystery language of myths, symbols, and allegories, helping the reader
decipher the often abstruse imagery of the world's sacred literature. This edition is a
character-for-character, line-for-line reproduction of the two-volume 1888 first edition. It is set in new
type which closely matches the Miller & Richard Old Style font used in the original. The Index at the
end of Volume II is the version revised in 1925.
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It's been more than a month since I've started studying the Secret Doctrine, and I've only scratched
the surface of this mammoth study. The knowledge it contains is deep, and it requires patience and
insight to truly grasp and understand its teachings. It was not designed to be a easy read, so I won't
recommend it to those that tire quickly when reading and those who wish to read through a book
within weeks. However if you are a serious student of occultism, this is a must have. I've heard a lot

of criticism of Blavatsky and The SD before purchasing this (as well as Isis Unveiled), my mind was
made up after reading Manly Hall's "Words to the Wise" where both Isis Unveiled and The Secret
Doctrine was highly recommended for any serious student of Occult Philosophy. It only when I read
Isis Unveiled and in my current pursue of the Secret Doctrine, I realized that those statements were
only made by those who lacked understanding of the knowledge within. Read it for yourself, and
you make your own conclusions.

For anyone pondering or searching, the books of Madame Blavatsky are a must. Do not take the
opinion or word of one suggesting that this woman has nothing to offer an open, inquiring mind.
Research her writings yourself. A wealth of information on a myriad of topics. The breath and depth
of knowledge she was able to put forward through her writings was/is quite staggering! A must-have
for any researcher of history or someone just looking for a better explanation of our past then the
one we've been given.

This is much more than just a book. It's part of the flame few of us carry every generation. This book
is for special people, who can really understand it. The Theosophycal society had a very short life,
and mainly because they didn't understand the words of their Master. And the ones that failed to
understand were not the newcomers, but the most experienced theosophysts. Without someone to
guide you, this book can be dangerous, the secrets of the unkown are not a game, remember that...
it's your choice, but are you prepared to know the truth? Most likely you're not, and if you are not, be
aware, it may seem like you are... This book is not for everyone... Someone who cares for you

This is by far the best edition of this classic theosophical book. The Secret Doctrine is inestimable in
its ability to awaken our intuitive understanding to a higher appreciation of who and what we are, our
place in Nature, and the whole scheme of cosmic and earthly development. Very highly
recommended!

Well worth the positive reviews - which restricted themselves to what H.P.Blavatsky actually had to
say in the S.D. Too much review space seems to have been dedicated to 'defending' - or 'refuting,'
ideas not explictly found in Blavatsky's book.At the worst, this includes reviews making the S.D. a
prelude to the work of Samael Aun Weor. The 'larger picture' alluded to by H.P. B. was not a hint
that some future writing/s would fill in the gaps, but that it was incumbent upon individuals to
discover the 'larger picture' - for themselves. As for the hysteria over the allegedly 'rascist' elements

in H.P.B's work, it was a relief to find one reviewer reminding us that Theosophy advocates the
pursuit of truth "without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or colour. " Nuff said?

Glad that I ordered it. This was Einsteins favorite read. It is quite long and a bit tedious but, the
knowledge is priceless. Love it! And it came very quickly. I am a happy customer

This isn't an average book, you better be prepard to read slowly, and you'll always find yourself
coming back to it for years. A lot of wisdom and insightful information, this book led me on to more
subjects as well. By the way I'm still reading it...I find it helpeful to pick chapters that spark my
interest and go from there. This isn't a book to read front to back. The language is rather old and
takes longer to swallow than todays literature style. Good luck, much blessings.
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